Refreshing &
Cleaning
24/7 disinfection
Low operating costs
Minimal annual maintenance
Low energy consumption
Easy installation
Ready for use immediately
No harmful waste

schools • offices • hotels • fitness clubs • clinics

AERO 1000 BM

Removes mould, bacteria, virus, pollen, spores, dust and
particles.
The Aero1000 BM has been specifically designed
to ensure the efficient removal of local mould and
bacteria from the indoor air.

To work effectively, all that is required is for the
stand alone Aero1000 BM module to be installed
close to the source of the problem. The mould or
bacteria will be removed in a very short time following Installation (normally between 24-48 hours).
To work most efficiently, the Aero1000 BM module
should be installed close to the source of the problem
– either on the wall or ceiling.
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How it works

1. Special filters which have a nanotechnology coating that is
activated by UV-Iight. The structure of the filter is the key of
making the technology really work.
2. Hydroxyl radicals start to form on filter surfaces making them
antibacterial. The filters do not only collect mould spores, they
also eliminate the spores preventing them from emitting any
harmful gasses into the air.
3. Negative ions are created by the ionizers. Negative ions have
been proven to have a positive health impact by several scientific
studies and are also used, therefore, in a lot of consumer products today (for example hairdryers etc).
4. UV-light by itself destroys some of the airborne impurities.
5. Activated carbon is used in a filter format for maximum surface area without large pressure drop.
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AERO 1000 BM
Technical specifications:
Dimensions
Operation
Temperature
Weight		
Voltage
Power		

275 x 400 x 975 mm
+5 - +50 ˙C
23 kg
230V / 50Hz
130 W
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